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The interaction of word structure and lexical semantics

Favored and disfavored directions of lexicosemantic change and lexical
replacement are not purely semantically driven; structural types of word
morphology are good predictors of change.  They identify both favored
targets and favored sources in change and renewal.  Similarly, greater and
lesser diachronic stability of lexemes are determined not purely by
semantic factors but also by morphological structure type.  In previous
work I have raised some hypotheses about these patterns, based mostly
on individual etymologies.  Now I will attempt to test them more
systematically on the larger sets of data collected for various projects in
lexical typology.  Specifically:

(1)  Event structure.  In sets consisting of static (e.g. German sitzen;
kennen), dynamic (sich setzen; erkennen, kennenlernen), and causative
(setzen, bekannt machen; gap for causative of ‘recognize’, perhaps
hinweisen), where the static member is the derivational base of the whole
paradigm the set is stable; where the base is dynamic or causative the
whole set is unstable.  Thus, to the historically static-based German sets
with their ancient IE roots contrast Spanish static estar de pie ‘stand’,
dynamic levantarse, causative levantar with a new root throughout the
paradigm, or estar sentado ‘sit’, dyn. asentarse, caus. asentar, with the
old IE root replaced by a participial derivative.  A favored source of
renewal of both dynamic and causative senses is colorful and/or slangy
words for human actions.

(2) Causative alternation.  Where intransitives are derivationally basic,
verbs are stable; where transitives are basic they are less stable.

(3) In verb-based languages (where verbs are mostly basic and nouns
often derived), verbs are stable and nouns less stable or variable; in noun-
based languages it is the reverse.

(4)  Classification:  It is well known that verbs are prone to classify for
properties of the S/O (commonly, shape and number).  But this describes
only intransitives and monotransitives.  Ditransitives tend to classify for
the T (the more theme-like or patient-like of the two objects), e.g.



Russian mazat' ‘apply’ (goo to surface or object), classified for the
texture of the T and with no implications about the receiving surface or
object; Ingush tuox- ‘strike’ where the T is point-like or a projectile and
moves outward and not laterally.  Nouns referring to common or
prototypical T’s are a common source or target of renewals.

In all of these the derivational base and the central meaning are targets of
renewal.  Human or animate status of the S/O, and distinctive motion of
S/O or T, enhance the likelihood of renewal actually occurring.  These
various pressures, realized only occasionally but with typological
consistency, over time can give a distinctive typological shape to the
lexicon of a language.  Apart from questions of overall lexical type, they
can act as a guide to plausible etymologies.


